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GUM SHOE HOP
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Volume LXV, .Number 13

THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER, WOOSTER, OHI0

Dr; Cressey, Aulhority On China,
Lectures in Chapel on Monday
--

Gum Shoe Hop Opsins

Dr. George B. Cressey, one of the nation's leading geographers
and an authority on Asia, will present a lecture illustrated with
kodachrome slides on China's Prospects Monday, February 21, at
7:30 p.m. in the chapel. Dr. Cressey, chairman of the department
of geography at Syracuse University, is being brought to the campus through the auspices of the Class of 17 Lectureship Fund.

1

'Band Slaved On'
Has Innovation

i

"Boys meet girls" is the motif

running tnrougn the tnirty-fourt-h
annual Gum Shoe Hop
which hits the boards tonight in
Scott Auditorium, at 8:15, for a
t
run.

During World War II, Dr. Cressey
was a consultant for Army Intelligence, the State Department and the
lDoard of Economic
Warfare. In
1943-44- ,
he went to China under the
State Department's program of culDesignated as "College of Wooster
tural cooperation.
Sunday" by the Synod of Ohio, Febru
After having spent more than 20 ary 20 will be observed by pecial
years in research and having traveled services in many Presbyterian churches
.more .than 100,000 miles in Asia, Prof. in Ohio.
.Cressey is regarded as one of the prinParticipating in these services, the
cipal American authorities on that Wooster Girls' Chorus will present a
continent. He has visited Asia on four musical program at the Lakewood
occasions, with a total of some eight Presbyterian Church Sunday after
years in the 'Far East. His researches noon, and an evening program at the
have carried him into Mongolia, Akron Westminster Church.
Tibet, Japan, Java, India, and the
Men's Glee Club will also present
Philippines as well as into all of the two serVices.They will be- - featured
28 provinces of China. He has made at the Lyndhurst Presbyterian ChUrch

Synod Dedicates
Sunday toCof W.

three-nigh-

--

Script author Lowell Shaffer de
scribes the plot of "The Band Stayed
On" as the story of a band which
got stranded at a farmhouse pe-Uumably in Ohio and one by one
fall in love with the fanner's daughter and her .friends. Jan Evans, Gene
Albee, and Jim Bidle star in the musical comedy directed by Bruce Strait
"The innovation which interests me
most about this production," com
mented Mr. F. W Ilfnnrr. nno nf th
judges of scripts, 'Us the use of an
orchestra on the stage, as part of the
play itself."
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in a program at 3:30 p.m. and at the
Church of the Covenant in Cleveland
that same evening.
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Above,

choreographer Mary
Limbach u shown .giving instructions to part of her "line".
Left to right are chorines Nancy
Fisher, Pat Hummel, Mar jean

Dr. Howard Lowry will address the
Second Presbyterian Church of Ports
mouth, Ohio in observance of the
"College
of Wooster Sunday" on
February 20.

Delegation of Pre-MeWooster

pre-medic-

be represented

Hartzler. and' Jane Boyer.

,..4Blil.

ds

by a

twelve-membe-

three trips to the Soviet Union, in
volving extensive travel in Siberia and
Middle Asia, with visits to many of
'the new mininc and industrial areas.
Dr.-Cressey's-latest-book.-published

by Wittlesey House, is The
Basis of Soviet Strength. He is author

in

--

1945

of China's Geographic Foundations,
and Asia's Lands and Peoples, as well
as numerous geological and gregraphi-ca- l
articles. His books have been re- pnniea in rrencn, spamsn, uuicn,
and Chinese.
A native of Tiffin, O., Dr. Cressey
took his undergraduate work at Deni-so- n

'

University, his M.S. and Ph.D. in
geography from Clark University. He
has also studied at Harvard, Yale, and
the College of Chinese Studies, Peip-ing- ,
and taught six years at the
University of Shanghai before joining
(he Syracuse faculty in 1931.
Dr. Cressey is a fellow of the
Geographical Society of America, a
fellow of the Association of American
Geographers and is affiliated with
many more frofessional societies.

Their Finest Hour' Is
Theme of Photo Show
Their Finest Hour, a visual docu
ment of the early days of World War
II, prepared by the editors of Life to
be shown in connection with the publication of the second volume of
Winston Churchill's war memoirs, has
been brought to Wooster by the history .and .art departments.
This exhibition, in three parts, is
comprised of photographs supplemented by drawings and paintings,
and deals with the latter months of
J 940. The text is composed Irora
Winston Churchill's war speeches.
The fust phase of the exhibition is
a .number of panels showing the invasion threat that hung over England,
with German invasion plans and English
The second part is concerned with
the .Battle of Britain and the successful efforts of the British airmen to
defeat the German air armada.
'
The final .portion deals with the
blitz, the air attacks begun on Lon
don, the giant London fire, and the
raid on Coventry.
The exhibition will be in 203 Taylor
Hall until March 5.
--
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Senate Holds Open Meetings
For Student Opinion on Honor Code

Newly-electeThe E.R.P. Budget for the next
Senate members were
fifteen months has been estimated by installed at the first Senate meeting
the Administration as $5,430,000,000.
of this semester, February 8.
Austrian Peace Talks, were reopened
Helen Gurley, sophomore woman
in London for the sixth time. The two
senator, was elected to take over remajor stumbling blocks are the rep-- '
tiring senator Nancy Damuth's duties
arations and territorial adjustments as Senate
secretary.
with Yugoslavia.
Discussion and work on the honor
In North Ireland general elections
system
highlighted the meeting. Suggave strong backing to the parties:
gested additions and minor changes
favoring partition.
were referred to the committee workd

sponsibility ot a student, as a social
and moral obligation to report cheat
ing- -

It was decided
still lacked

that the whole code

"teeth" and the
fault lay in general undeveloped me
chanics. The committee was asked to
consider the suggestions and ideas
brought up and revise the honor code
so-call-

ed

again.

A report on the free movies revealed
ing on the actual writing of the honor a
profit of $66.10 from "Mutiny on
code.
the Bounty" and the Shubert movie
At an open meeting, February 14, in This profit makes the present treasury
lower Kauke, students attending were" balance $800.00.
encouraged to air their views on the
this Fii
There will be a
temporary honor code and give sug- day night in Lower Babcock. The
gestions for changes.
Senate voted it to be a date affair.
A financial loss was suffered on the
It was brought up that many students do not realize the flexibility of previous
the present temporary code. The code
is still susceptible to change; the fact
that the code was mimeographed for World
distribution does not mean that it
is in its final state. The committee On College
and the Senate are still working to
"Mrs. Campbell's One World." a play,
achieve an honor system strong
will comprise the program for this
enough to incite student responsibility
Sunday's College Hour over station
and the hope is that student responsiWWST at 2:30 p.m. Presented by the
bility will begin now in preparing
Student World Federalist chapter on
and supporting a working code.
campus, the play tells of a bigoted
Visiting students entering into the woman who "saw the light" after an
discussion questioned the present me- ancestor returns to life and teaches
sonnel.
Dr. P. C. Jessup has been appointed chanics of the code. Suggestions were her the lesson of world unity, t
Ambassador at Large, to represent the made to give more severe punishment
Directed by Winford B. Logarv and
country at future international con to violators of the honor system, to dis- Nova Brown, the leading roles will- be
ferences, easing the duties of the Sec. regard or change the clause on coun- played by Bob Hammer and Mary
of State.
seling and to emphasize more the re Schweikart.

Cardinal Mindszenty was found
guilty, by a Hungarian court, on
grounds of treason, plotting overthrow;
of the government, and blackmarket
activities. Our government has expressed disapproval. The State Department asked the Secretary of the Hungarian Legation to leave the country;
the Hungarian Government demanded
the recall of the U. S. minister in
Budapest.
General Eisenhower was granted
leave from Columbia to aid in the
unification of the armed forces.
Presidential Economic Advisotie see
no cause for alarm in the trend toward
lower prices, and higher unemployment rates. ....
The Hoover Commission has delivered two parts of its report on organization of the executive branch
of the government. These deal with
departmental management and per--

L

L

D.J.'.

V1UU Jnt?UUlt?a

Directed by Mr. Paul Modhsh and
acompanied by Dave La Berge, the
Men s Glee Club plans a demanding
series of concerts for this season, in
cluding a trip to Cleveland's Lynd
hurst and Covenant Presbyterian
Churches .this Sunday, February 20,
and a trip to Pittsburgh to sing over
Station KDKA and at the Oakmont
and East Liberty Presbyterian
Churches will follow on March 12
and 13

attend this joint meeting next Wed- nesday evening in Lower Babcock.

.

U. S.

U.

--

Fff iftnCGVi Toiir

hit a snag over the clause in the

Constitution which reserves to
Congress the rjght to declare .war.
Foreign Minister H. M. Lange of Nor-way flew to the U. S. to discuss his1
country's dilemma, which involves the!
rival policies of the U. S. and the

Debate teams of Ohio Wesleyan and
the College of Wooster will meet
February 23 to present a joint pro
gram for the S
J)., the Internation
al Relations Club, and the Congres
sional Club.
"Resolved, " that the Communist
i ah j uc uuuawcu ja uic uuucu
States" will be the question lor the
evening. Adelaide Watson and Ed
Snell will present the affirmative case.
Members of these three organiia- tions' and any students interested in

"old-timer-

.

Vic-Danc-

e

Vic-Danc- e.

Federalist Play
Hour Sunday

r

-

ed

'Communism in
U.S.' Debate Topic

The frightened gendeman at
left is Jim Bidle, whose tormentor
it father-farmGene Markley.
e
is attemptEvans
Jan
ing to forestall any bodily harm
and seemingly doing very well.
As Frankie, Jim is doing a comedy role similar to his "Senator"
portrayal of last year. Gene is
doing another "character" part,
though not in line with his f am- "
roles.
ous

World Ileus
have

Be-

r

delegation at a
convention
held at Ohio State University campus
February 19. Those who attend the
convention may expect a tour of the
College of Medicine in the morning,
and at the afternoon session will par
ticipate in discussions on the prob
lems of
education
Representing the Wooster club are
Scotty McDade, Lloyd Gardner, George
Ku2mishinrThorntorrVandersaU,BQb
Meeker, Sam Milligan, Joe Claparols,
Dick Falls, Jim Stanforth, Ned John
son, Dave Barr, Dawson MacQuillan
Dr. Bangham, and Dr. Kieffer.
state-wid- e

DR. GEORGE B. CRESSEY

ten-produc-

ginning its three-da-y
stand tonight, this year's Gum Shoe Hop,
THE BAND STAYED ON,
gives us a production innovation:
for the first time, an entire band
will be on stage during the performance.

students will

al

Professor William C Craig, of
the speech department, traditionally
keeping "hands off" the student-writ- acted Hop says, They've
got a good director, a good cast, and.
from what I've seen, good material to
work with. The result should certainly
be good."
Six original songs by Oscar Beck
and Bill Shaffer are interwoven in all
the scenes, from farmhouse through
dream sequence to the band's success
in New York.

Courteiy Wootter .Daily Record

Confer at Ohio State

:

FESSUARY 25

LOWER BAECOCK

Washington's Birthday

Brings Short Vacation

Seldom does someone else's birthday
mean gifts for everyone, hut the ad
ministration will give the students of
the College of Wooster a day vaca- So far the dub has made but two I uon &m classes Tuesday, to celebrate
short appearances, one in Westminster I Washington's Birthday.
Chapel and one at Wooster Uighj This celebrates, too, the anniversary
student strike for a holiday in
School, but the men will sing again of
and the inauguration of the
during the Week of Prayer. On Tues- day, March 1, they will present Al - Gum Shoe Hop. Traditionally from
legri's Miserere mei Deus and the Bach chapel to chapel, this year's break is
chorale, Grant Us to Do with veal. On from Tuesday classes only, urith 5
Thursday, March 3, they will sing fines for cuts on Monday and Wednes- How Lovely Is Thy Dwelling Place, day Women will have free elevens
1 Monday night.
by Brahms.
--

1

The club program is standard for

i

all major appearances, and consists ot I m.
fTL
AltlCCS 1C1TQ
Part one is a group of seven
spirituals and folk 9
f
Susie, The IU U
tunes, such as Black-EyeVliUiniU
Lowooy s Lament, ana oouwn t titan
Hatry StultJ aptmed third nkce in
Nobody Pray. The second gtoup is extemporaneous
speaking in the
rengious, consisting or me inrec 10 oe 8peech tournament at the University
done during the Week of Prayer as of Virginia held February 4 and 5. In
well as Since Christ Our Lord Was. .iwK- t- ,k. rv,- -. n
u
Crucified, by SchueU.
placed
KVcnth
icam
of 18 teams
out
a
participating.
Mr. Modlish employs six choruses
arranged for the Fred Waring Glee I Using the Oregon style of debate.
contest was innnsual in that Che
Club in the third part, most ot them
traditional melodies, such as sailors' debaters judged their own opposition,
question debated was "Resolved.
chantey Haul Away, Joe, the'nglishl
resident Truman's. avJl xfehts
tune Green Sleeves, and American 'I'
program
in regard to lynching, poll
White Spiritual I Am a Poor Wayfar- ta nd FJLPJC. be put tnto effect."
ing Stranger.

dlllllS

five parts.

specially-arrange-

iff

d

d

U

rr

c.u.

Te

Part four consists of two very
-

j rj.i

.
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f

r

mod- -

s

I

1

nance Map and Tarantella, contrasted AQu 10 xiOuOQ LlSlS
against simpler melodies, such as I Working Jor the MSGA. the Iran's
Waltzing Matilda and The Plough' I office annmtn
jthe followin addi- man. The fifth and concluding part tions to the section pledge hsts: First
is one piece alone, .Simon Legret, a Section: Ted King. Bill Near hood;
modern musical interpretation by Eighth Section: Richard Lunke. - Iohn
i
.
.
.
I Bresson. Lincoln Griswold,
Moore of Vachel Lindsay s poem.

THB WOOSTBR VOICE

Two

Tht following

Pbsodded CbHefiicde fress
TUB VOICE, official student publfcatioa of Tk CoOegc of Wooater. k puMiahed
auotpt vxaboa periods. Subacxipdwi price k $1.00 per Jttr. Editorial
tW adhoal
a aaaabcr of Asaodatad CoOccUm
ftVaa an loeanri at mm IT. but Hall. Pboot I9S-- .
Pna and dtatribotor of CoIkfUtt Prat, it printed by tht CoDiu Prindnj Co.. Wooattr.
QUo Enstrad at aeeod-cU- a
autter ia VooMcr.(Obio) Pott Office. Repretcmed for aaHonal
.. Nit
N. T.
advtttiainf by National Advcrtiainf Serrlce. Inc.. 420 Madiaoa

m

t

To.

Editor
.Business Manager
News Editor
Feature Editor
.Sports Editor
.Managing Editor
--

B

SENIOR ASSOCIATES: Mary Sterret, Marilyn Parrott, Rachel Lloyd, Amy Leiu, Jack Holden,
Dick Poetnif.
e
FEATURE STAFF: Jon Wain, Lowell Sbafer, Demetrio Boenner, Eugenia CoUeih, Jean
Snyder.
SPORTS STAFF: Jack Lang, Jack Reitt. Brent Loban, John Bergen.
NEWS STAFF: Marjorie Hulett. Harriet Hall. Barbara Fiiber, Jo Anne McComb. Ann
Dickaton, Tom Felt, Carol Mobarry, Joan Brumbaugh, Norma Rehm, Re Monroe, Bob
Schug, Gink McMichael, Jim Boeringer, Dick Lupke, Bob Hardy, Cuyler Caldwell. Ed
Moorehead, Virginia Boyle. Joe Reuler.
BUSINESS ASSOCIATES: Pat Winten, Auditor; Pro Kier, Aw't. Advertiaing Manager; Ken
Hart, Circulation Manager; Jini Jejandrcvin, Ralph Sha truck. Bill Arbut, John Demeter,
Jin Dyket, Phyllit Berting, Barbara Funk, Pat Mettel, Janice Blank, Ruth DiSalveo, Jeanne
Milanette, Marguerite Anderson. Pete Netxly, Thornton Vandenall.
"
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER: John Atkinton.
Minnich,
Joanne Windle.
STAFF ARTISTS- Bill Lank ton, Barbara
-

..

After The, Wind

'I Can't Forget'

Member

KENNETH M. WRIGHT-HERPEARS.
MARJORIE MARKER.
JACK BOBBITT
JACK DRTTT
SYLVIA WILLIAMS.

Thursday, February 17, 1949

.The Things That Are Caesar's

The trial of Josef Cardinal Mindzenty in Hungary and the
coming trials of Protestant Church leaders in Bulgaria have set
up a wave of religious enthusiasm in the battle against a totalitarian communism. Unquestionably, there is ho simple justification of Mindzenty's trial. On the other hand, one is reluctant to
view with praise the efforts of those who desire to add religious
sanctification to their own political desires.
TTAr JVadltef Daily Hecord" reportedTast Saturdaylhat "the
United States and Britain chartered a parallel course today in
making freedom of religion the fundamental issue in the war
against the spread of communism". In passing, one might add
that freedom of religion could be made very easily the center of
communist attack against certain western nations. But there are
deeper dangers in the situation. Two chief dangers in such a program of religious sanctification of the allied foreign policy are:
(1) Should we add religious sanctification to our foreign policy, we would prove the communist accusation about religion to
be true. All too often the churches have rendered unto Caesar that
which doesn't belong to Caesar. The history of the Church
throughout the ages has been by no means free from guilt in corrupt political entanglements. We hear enough about the past sins
of the Church, so there is no reason for us to exempt ourselves
from the task of keeping the Church on middle ground. If anybody ever learned by trial and error, the Church ought to have
learned her lesson.
(2) Should we embellish our foreign policy with religious
sanctification as a foolish attempt to popularize religion in our
own secular nation, we would weaken the last remnants of prophetic religion into sheer patriotism. What is furthermore difficult to understand is that the group which has always warned us
"let the Church be the Church" is the same one which would have
the Church throw herself, not into the middle of the conflict, but
onto one side of the fence. Instead of the Church being the conscience of the nation, the Church would become the loudspeaker
of the nation's foreign policy.
r
Jack Holden
.

-

essay ia the I art installment of the aeriea recently published

in the VOICE of Wanda's experiences during and since the recent war. It is
her interpretation of the problems facing a world in search of peace and
freedem; it is her contribution "Toward a Common Goal."
If our common goal is to build a toriums of the German camps in a few

universal democracy on a strong common basis of every nation that desires
it, and to prevent another war, then
we must get together in our efforts
you here and we there. Such a war
could easily grow out of nothing more
than avoidable misunderstandings between Americans and Europeans. If
we can find out what causes some
nations to be our enemies, and if
we shall try to make them our friends,
we can act to cure the
If we are to have any hope of reaching this goal, we must understand
each other. We can do this without
giving up our individualities either
as personalities or as nations, and we
can do it no matter what our religion,
race or language might be.
But this understanding I speak of
will not come only by talking about
it.- - We have to take action; that is the
problem here.
ill-felin-

it

now, many Europeans have
a poor impression of America, and
have lost faith in her. I told earlier of
the first impressions I received before
I came to know this country first-hanand they were typical. Since coming
As

4s

d,

hereI Jiave foundLthaLthe. European
is quite different from the American

Many shall run to and fro, and knowledge shall be increased."
Daniel XII.4
Yes; and especially fro. Or up and down. Round and about
"
n'and out. To say nothing of here and therer
Kind of a study, as it were, in lost motion.
In fact, sometimes it seems as if it's a long way between to
and fro. Such, as the days you have to lug one of the occasional
twenty-pountexts. Enervating, that.
Or forget about the tonnage and make with the scrutiny. Six
"to be read by Friday." Plus a critical essay. Plus
chapters
the meeting at seven.
So what's up? Much runningl To and fro. But then again,
what kind of talk is this? How about a little leisure? What's for
us characters who can't caper madly through the mental mea
dows? Got to knock off now and then
Like eoinsr to the library. Sprawling out by the magazine
rack. Reading funny books. And The Police Gazette. And other
absorbing periodicals. There s the lite. No to; no iro. lust tne
ticking of the clock; the scratching of small knives on the table
tops; the mushy plunk of the rubber stamp.
,
Lilting lethargy.
So why the guilt compiex? Ain't we entitled to no relaxation?
about the time we're getting that
low come the eanomies-iu- st
?
a bit; and there's the ganomies:
down
Let
contented
. . . Mack! inings to ao. Mane wun me Drain, xviacK.
1

hours..
I - saw

Europe punished for its
materialism and selfishness, and
earned the lesson that six years of
war taught us. I learned that the
spiritual life of a people is the most
important part of its life.

d

...

When one is pushed through the
greatest pain and suffering, as in the
concentration camps, and one's beautiful clothes, money and hair are taken
away, leaving nothing but one's own
poor body then his real face can be
seen. Clothes of the incoming prisoners were heaped in a huge pile, their
heads were shaved, and after they had
been gassed, their gold, teeth were
extracted and made use of, their
fat was used in soapmaking, even their
bones were used fgr fertilizer all for
German industrial use. At one time I
was obliged to work over the piles of
clothes that had been taken from the
doomed prisoners and to sort them
out.
I saw some prisoners endure this,
.
lets go
and it was because they had a rich Lets go
source of spiritual support from withWell, rattle our slatsl No wonder that the original varnish is
in. Those who had no such support still on those seats.
perishedr- - for without - their money,
All of which goes to prove onenhingrKHta watch this to and
their clothes, their hair, and with a
Them ganomies'll do it every
business. Gotta play it
ro'
tatoo on their arm, they burst like
time
bubble.
Revaluing of Material Possessions
Can you imagine what an awful and
sudden change took place within me
in my approach to the problem of
the meaning of life? It confirmed how
unimportant was the question of
what dress I am going to put on
tomorrow" or "who will win the football game." How can one. get excited
about a football game or a movie Dear Editor:
after surviving so much more complex
The most recent product of Wooster's prolific organizational mind is the
and impressive a game? The contrast is
of the Student World Federalists. If you have
too great for me to pretend that it College of Wooster chapter
recognized the existence of this organization in the dense forest of ninety-eigh- t
doesn't exist.
other campus organizations, you are indeed among the more perceptive.
It was an awful school to be in, but To
point it out to you is the purpose of this article.
my memory photographed this hell,
The Student World Federalists is a branch of the largest organization in
the cruelties of which were worse than
the United States devoted to the cause of world government, the United
Nero's or any time in history.
World Federalists. The Wooster Chapter, formed two months ago, is com- Although I have lost everything
posed of about thirty "idealists" who believe that the atom bomb made the
through the war, I feel richer now
concept of national sovereignty as dead as the hundred thousand people at- than when I had plenty. I agree that
Hiroshima; that the name of the United Nations should more rightly be the
the material values are important, but
Fiftyeight Sovereign Nations of the World Solemnly Sworn to Prevent Each
they seem to have been overempha
Other from Committing Aggression; that we are living under a world condisized. Considering the significance and
tion of lawlessness that we could not tolerate for an instant in our local comthe value of the spiritual life of man,
munity; that peace is not something to be kept, like a pet canary, but is a
(Continued on Page 4)
governmentjrhat government,we believemust be
strong enough to prevent armed conflict between nations and must have direct
jurisdiction over the individual in those matters within its authority.

....

Elsie-feeling-
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in many ways; the mentalities of the
two peoples are very different.
But by now I have come to know
something of both continents, and it
is not hard to see why these differences
are so great. .The ease and peaceful- ness)f your living, surrounded as
you are by two oceans and weak and
has-resu-

lted

"In

.

e.

.

f rieridlyeighbors, .

Western Union: A Symbol of Hope

g.

by Jack Bobbitt

.

Vtt

;

--

byproduct-ofLresponsibl-

e.

a people much different from those in
Europe, whose life is constantly made
For centuries men of idealism have dared to dream of a day difficult by warfare and the competi
The machinery to provide the realization of this great need is available.
when Europe would be a democratic federation of free states. tion for living condition that has Professors the men "whose job is Within the framework of the existing organization of
nations
Today, Western Europe is closer to this ideal that it has ever been grown out of the long and complicated to tell students how to solve the prob called United, a world government based on law can be formed. Under article
lems of life which they themselves
before; for, during the past two years, there has arisen in Europe histories of the nations there.
109 of the U.N. Charter a review conference can be called which can make
one of the most constructive movements of our time a movement
have tried to avoid by becoming pro of the United Nations an 'effective world government. As the nation which
Wooster's Part
fessors"-ha- ve
which seeks to secure unity among the nations of Western Europe.
long been the butt of first developed, employed and continues to manufacture atomic weapons, we
Our little college works and does collegiate jokes. The exchange papers
The spirit of the movement has been and is being expressed in the
believe that the United States has the responsibility of taking the initiative
inspired leadership of such men as Winston Churchill and Paul-Hen- much to help Europe's recovery in this year, as evidenced by the preced in making this proposal.
Spaak; it has been expressed at the unofficial Interlaken a material way. This aid is appreciated ing definition from Otterbein's Tan
To accept a great share of this responsibility is the obligation of every
conference which recommended the calling of an assembly to very much, but it serves only to and Cardinal, have added their bit to
thinking
American youth and adult. It is the primary purpose of the Wooster
relieve
the physical hun this tradition.
frame a constitution for a "United States of Europe"; and it has temporarily
chapter
World Federalists to make the responsibility known and the manof
been expressed, most concretely of all, in the military alliance of ger and lack ot medicines. Much From the pages of The Campus of
which
it can be met. To this end we have secured an abundance of
ner
in
Britain, France, and the Benelux countries, called "Western besides this material aid is needed, Allegheny College comes news of
literature. The monthly meetings of our Chapter offer
Union." Unfortunately this movement has not arisen out of a de- because there is another much more University of Oklahoma professor who
numerous informed speakers and beneficial discussions. It is our belief that
sire for European brotherhood, but rather has been bred out of dangerous disease which must be warned his class that they
could expect by educating ourselves and by converting our friends and relatives we can
necessity for political survival in the face of an aggressive Com- cured: it is the opposition to America a surprise quiz anytime they saw him
munism. Nevertheless, the seed planted by fear and diplomatic and mutual, misunderstanding between enter the lecture hall through the best contribute to the formation of a sufficiently articulate public opinion to
expediency might perhaps grow into a democratic brotherhood the American and European peoples, transom. Later in the semester the self make peace no transient thing.
If this disease were cured, the results
We can hear the skeptics now and indeed they do present real and
of nations.
assured students were amazed to see
But many serious obstacles would have to be overcome before will be permanent because all the him crawl through the transom
vital problems. But we ask the skeptics: what is your alternative? The United
and
this could come about. The many diverse and conflicting Euro other evils of any kind will be pre actually start distributing test
Nations, in which man's hope for peace is now placed, is admittedly a league
papers!
vented.
And
it
would reach millions
pean social, political, economic, and cultural patterns firmly
of sovereign states. Can we trust our very existence to such machinery when
Then there s the Bowling Green history taunts us with the disturbing fact that each and every war known to
institutionalized by long years of tradition would have to be care of people, not just hundreds.
prof who while on a geology trip was
fully harmonized and would eventually have to undergo some
man has taken place whenever and wherever groups of men forming social
To reach this understanding of each
measure of integration; obsolete concepts of national sovereignty other's minds, we need both a well reported to tell his students, "Be care- units exercising unrestricted sovereign power came into contact? In this
would have to be destroyed; and feelings of patriotism and nation grounded knowledge of one another, ful here; it's dangerous. But if you atomic age, with the dull prospect that another war might mean our annihi
alistic pride would have to be materially weakened. And these, it and a common moral platform. Woos fall, remember to look to the left. You lation, we suggest that a limited world government with powers adequate to
is recognized, are not tasks which can be accomplished speedily. ter can do a great deal to fill this need get a wonderful view."
prevent that war is worth a good, healthy try.
How fascinating it would have been
There are three definite dangers now confronting Western Union: if it is made clear to the students.
Dave Byers, Chairman
to see the face of the prof told about
first, it faces the peril of creating an excessive militarism which
Wooster Student World Federalists
I would like to give a few examples
might provoke the war it seeks to avoid; secondly, it runs the risk of ways of thinking that I have found in the Tan and Cardinal. According
of developing an exaggerated emphasis on regionalism which to be different here from what I knew to the story he came in; rapped on
would further divide and weaken an already weak and divided in Europe. I can only mention a few his desk and yelled, "Gentlemen,
order.
The entire class shouted,
United Nations; and lastly, it might promote a dangerously false of the more important ones, but
Dear Editor:
per "Beer!"
security for, in the past, peoples have been naps they will serve as a
feeling of
'
help to
The letter which appeared in this column in last week's VOICE has
At Smith they have encountered the
prone to overestimate their strength by too ready a reliance on those who may be
discussing these
Association. It has
classroom knitting problem. To com aroused considerable interest in our
regional security bads.
questions in their attempts to under
which
bat this a brave masculine prof knits. brought to light some of the basic issues concerning
However, the success of Western Union depends to a very large stand these questions in their
corres
serious
deserve
student.
of
every
on
consideration
the
part
degree on the amount and quality of this aid which., the United pondence with Europeans. These ques He knits anything, reports The Mid
dlebury Campus, from argyle socks to
A petition is now in circulation which proposes to amend that section
States will furnish. This assistance should not be merely military, tions are more fully pictured
in the cable
stitched
sweaters and can even of the WSGA Constitution which deals with the revision of rules. The purpose
but also technological, moral, and economic, so that genuinely book Smoke Over Birkenau by Szmag
read at the same time. If pressed for of this letter is not to argue for or against this proposed amendment, but
constructive influences might be unleashed in Western Europe. lewska Seweryna, a
report on Ausch time
he asks one of his students to to urge all members of the, WSGA to study carefully the issues involved.
Moreover, if military aid is to be effective it must not be half- win the
German concentration camp,
decrease or pick up a stitch for him,
hearted. Western Europe wants a guarantee of defense, not a where I
was. This book will soon
Under the present constitution the approval- of the Administrative-Boaror if he sees one of his students having
promise of eventual rescue from aggression. Without American
appear in the library.
is necessary-foany rule change. This places the responsibility for
trouble with her knitting he helps her,
assistance Western Union is still-borbut, with the right type of
decisions concerning rules on the board representatives elected by each class.
even in the middle of a lecture.
Tor Dust Thou Art"
aid, Western Union is revealed as a symbol of hope. For not only
The proposed amendment takes from the board this responsibility and
From
own
my
sad
have
experience I
But our favorite story is one about
does it represent an assurance of eventual European federation,
of the Association. This means that every
world with a promise of peace. A found how much more important is a professor, at Louisiana State. The places it directly on every member
but also provides a
consideration to all
peace which also depends on America's willingness and ability to the spiritual side of a man or a peo Miami Student relates that in an earn- member of the association would have to give far greater
undergo the discipline of leadership. Because a determined leader pie than his material treasures and est attempt to settle the problems of issues than has been done in the past few years.
The importance of the proposed amendment cannot be
ship of the world's democracies, such as those nations constituting troubles. Many people forgot this, and the relative importance of heredity
Western Union, would probably mean peace for this generation. God punished humanity, making us or environment he - stated, "The The basic issue presented here implies many problems in application which
Such leadership would imply a spirit of awareness on the part of victims and witnesses of the eternal chances are that if your father and must be given thorough consideration. Every member of the WSGA should
inc nuiivjn iiuicnncu, u uuurcioj wiiii.ii uiuuiu, uc icjiccieu m truth of Christ's words "For dust thou mother didn't have any children, you carefully study' the issues and be prepared next Thursday for discussion
of this very important proposal.
an attitude of intelligent thought fulness on the part of every re art and to dust shalt thou return,1 won't either."
showing us that thousands of human
Gretchen Shafer,
Oh professors! But what would we
sponsible citizen.
beings may disappear into the crema do ' without them?
Administrative President
Bentley Duncan
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MUTTERING Carroll Five Hero

Hewitt Yitts

by Jack Dritt

Saturday Evening

the
future the
College of Wooster is to hire a man
who, it is hoped, by all, will be able
'
to put Wooster back onto the winning
'side of the Ohio Conference standings.
To do this. means that the salary in- -

Mose Hole's cagers will be hosts to
another rugged high scoring team
Saturday evening when they face John
Carroll in Severance Gymnasium. Up
to the writing time of this article
Carroll has lost 12 games while win
ning six.' Wooster by upsetting Marietta last week raised their game average
above the .500 mark to have an
record.

ta

not-so-dista-

nt

. .

i
uivcu win nave 10 oe conuueraDly
more, or at least equal to, the salary
paid by most high schools for their
grid mentors. Unless such a monetary
. .

.

.

..

-

policy is adopted by the administra-

tion and the board of trustees Wooster
might just as weir forget about playing football with teams such as Kent
State, West Virginia, John Carroll, and
Akron, for by playing these teams the
prestige of the school is lowered.
Granted some of the faculty will not
agree with this last statement. BUT
school spirit is not built up and fostered by high academic standards.
Talk to any alumnus about his college days and, dollars to doughnuts,
sports will be one of the first topics
of conversation. In these days the fame
of a school is spread on the sport
pages, and not by the fact that it takes
a person with an above average I.-to wrest a B.A. in four years from
the
Q.

institution.
r:
FiMndai
In all fairness to the college authorities I must admit that the
rather
limited budget under which the school
must operate will not allow the services of a first rate high school
coach
to be purchased at the rate of
at least
$5,000 a year. However after
talking
to many of the townspeople
I'm convinced that if the college
did hire a
, man at this salary,
that there would
be formed a Wooster
booster club
which would aid in the payment
of
the mentor's wage in return for
some
good ball playing. Naturally
people
are not going to pay $1.25 to
$1.75
to see a poorly played game,
nor will
they pay to see the same team
beaten
every week. If Wooster had a
winning
ball club attendance records
would
soar and for a change that
great big
beautiful stadium would be filled
and
expenses could be met.

8--

Tszt Tire

Wooster Tramples
Marietta 4
80-5-

il l n m
i
tt
nummea
Dy lorna
riuueers
n- -

Pace; Shaw Gamers 26 Poinls

7

Recently the Blue Streaks have suffered the loss of three of their first
string players and one of their substitutes due to an academic deficiency
on the part of the players. They were
Tom Doyle, 5 ft. 10 inch flashy sophomore forward, Jim McCormick 6 ft.
3 inch center and George Reilly 6 ft.
8 inch center and letter man. Coach
"Norb" Rascher, however, has added
four more men to his squad who became eligilbe to play this semester.
They are Kubancik, Schaffer, Daugh-ertand Bob Roper. The latter boy
is a 6 ft. 7 in. center from Campbell,
Ohio and will bear watching for he
has been going great guns since becoming a member of the regulars.
The Scots have been battling it out
with each other on the hardwood since
the
season, and of the thirteen
games played during this time Wooster has been victorious on all occasions
but one. The Scots lost this one to
the Streaks in the
season
Friday eventn g Coach"Norb"
Rascher will pit his quintet against
the Xavier five to make a full week
of it since his squad were defeated by
Niagara U.
Monday evening.

Bound n? back from a lpthartrir miH.iuwV
the Mount Union floor last week the Wrrater Vnt ihmtt
th
offensive tactics of Marietta and coasted to an 80-5victory over
me unio Kiver ooys last Saturday. 1 he Scots, led by Earl Shaw s
26 points, eot off to an earlv lead in the first few minute nf nlav
and kept increasing the lead until they had a 34 point margin
iaic in nit luuiui ijudiici.
4

--

game it looked as if it was Wooster'tl makinK &ve field goal for a total
I
.
. .
.
......
.
.
trn
ten nnintt
points.
f
nignt to snine. Muiigan got ine
and after much scrambling around
Box Score:
the bucket scored Wooster's first bas
WOOSTER
Fg
Ft
ket Three and one half minutes went Shaw, f
12
2
Weckesser. f
7
3
Milligan, c
8
3
Busack, g
0
0
minutes of the name eone. the
Edwards, g
5
0
Pioneers found themselves behind 10
Lucas, f
0
0
to 3 and called time-ou- t
in an effort White,
1
f

Photo by John Atkiiuon

Bill Hewitt is shown above winning the
backstroke event in
the meet with Baldwin-Wallac- e
last Friday. Hewitt's real race U the
200-yar- d
breaststroke, but he has also been a valuable asset in the
backstroke since Chuck Southwick injured a knee.
130-yar- d

'37-'3- 8

61-4-

50-4- 3.

9

Voosler Scots Aquatic Squad Sinks
Baldwin-Wallac-e
and Ohio Vesleyan
For the first time in two years
chalked up a victory. After falling
the Scots came to life last Friday
Munson into Severance pool after
3914 to 34i2, from Baldwin-Wallac-

front

W.

just 10 seconds over the pool record.
Wednesday Biirpoiired orTthe coal
after placing in the back stroke event
and swimming the back leg in the
medley relay to take the breast stroke
event again in just five seconds over
the Wooster's pool record.
Roger Clark seems to have the
dash, free style, down to perfection as he churned his way to first
in the event in both of the Scot wins.
His times were 27.5 and 27.6 seconds.
Dean Walton put the Wooster team
on the victory march in the Ohio
Wesleyan meet by taking the fancy
diving event with points to spare.
Dean 'has been nosed out by only
tenths of points all season and seems
to be headed in the right direction.
Walton also has the second Scot spot
in the
free style dash.
50-yar-

Frosh Mermen Win Over

The lad that can be given a lot
of the credit of transforming the

d

Wooster swimmers into a winning
combination is Lyman Hartley. HartlIn their second meet this year, the ey has won ten straight personal
Frosh team outswam their Wooster events. Starting with a
free
High opponents in 7 of the 8 events. style first place four meets ago, he
Outstanding swimming ability was has won every 200-- , 100-- , and
shown by Ken Michalske who placed event since.
first in the 50 yard
event at
Pilling up 15 points in both of the
a time of 26.1 seconds and first in Scot victories, his abilities cannot be
the 100 yard free style event. Again overlooked by the opponent's coach.
as anchor man in the
relay,
Bill Hewett is another Wooster
Ken came out on top.
tanker who has been pounding away
Bill McKee kept up with Hartley,
Firsts were also taken by Dave at pool records. Taking a first in the
for ten laps of the long
Wednesday,
Palmer, Jim Hughes (the Frosh back stroke event in last Friday's meet,
event and. brought in
diver) , Jim - Frost, and Jarvis Ross, he came back after just five minutes'
Need Material
a third for Wooster after taking a like
all potential material for next year's rest and pushed and pulled through
One of the big complaints made
position vin the
free style
by varsity team.
the water to win the breast stroke in
the athletic department i that w.
sprint. Frank Gurney is definitely the
don't have the material to work
No. 2 Wooster breast stroker.
with
m order to have a winning
ball club.
Ohio Wesleyan took the opening
This situation could be
greatly
medley relay and then coppedjseCi
ond in the
free fracas to
known for his ability to win
games
take an early lead, 6 to 8. Clark's five
even though the
At the end of last week in intramural basketball competition points
material is not too
dash put the
in. the
good. As soon as the head
Kenarden
III established themselves rriore thoroughly on top in Scots within
lines on the
a single marker of the
sports pages start to say Wooster
the senior circuit, and the Kappa Phi's and Douglass III remained visitor.
Wins
over . . ., then the local
talent instead at the top of the heap in their respective leagues.
Walton's addition in fancy diving
going to other schools located
Kenarden
Saturday's
other
game,
won
Fifth
over
gave
the Wooster squad a single point
farther away will have a
desire to play
As the Kenarden League moves into First,
lead
and after that the Scots were
ball on a winning club
situated near its second round the standings show
Trolley
League
never
headed.
home.
In the Trolley League the undeThird on top with 7 wins and one
In the
tangle the
Mistaken View Held
loss. There are still four other strong feated Kappa Phis are well established opening
as
relay
a
tie,
went
since two
A sport must do
something be- contenders for the title, namely II, in first place with 8 wins. Ninth has judges gave Wooster the victory and
sides build character in
now been shoved into second place two
order for
e
V, VII, and VIII.
judges gave the event to the visto enjoy participating in it.
with a 6 and 2 record.
It's
itor.
Hartley added five and Clark
won
Third
over
two
of
weaker
the
human nature to want to win
Kappa Phi took over first place a and Walton eight to put the Scots
and an
out
teams
of
the
league last week, while
athlete will naturally attend the
week ago Tuesday with a
school
victory in front to stay.
Second
won two also including an
where he can play for a team
over Ninth. After trailing by three
which is
The Carl B. Munson piloted squad
upset win over Fifth,
thus
victorious more than it is, beaten.
points in the first half, the winners is slated to go into action
In Second
Saturday
advanced to second place. Fifth
order, for a team to be proficient
ou tscored Ninth 13-in the second agamst Kenyon at Gambier. Chuck
it now holds
third,
place,
while
VII
and
must have as a leader a man who
half. The Second Section boys also Southwick,
does
who has been out of the
VIII are tied for fourth, Eighth havmore than give calisthenics. This
trounced Beta Kappa Phi,
beview
picture
after
injuring his knee, may
ing
defeated
VI
VII and
to gain the
is held by several
members of the
hind Dick White's 10 point total.
start
practice
again
next week to prep
faculty and should if possible be cor- position.
Ninth took it on the chin again for the final conference meet.
rected.
Ned Johnson's 12 points spurred Saturday against the Tri Kapps,
Second
on to its surprise win over Glen Garratt and George Tomer
Class A Coach Needed
Last week I attended a ban- Fifth. Second gained the lead early in popped 15 apiece for the losers as
quet at which the famous Tris Speaker the first half and never relinquished Johnny Guzzo scored 13 for the Tri
3
fNee 1Of.
was guest of honor. In his
DOES
halftime lead, Kapps.
after dinner it. After holding a
YOUR
talk he mentioned a college graduate Second added three more points to its
Colonial stayed in fourth place by
WEEK'S WASH
WHOLE
by the name of Lou Boudreau.
of
margin
victory
in
the
second
half,
two
winning
more
and losing one.
This
man, said Tris, is not the
as Johnson scored 5 goals. Second They barely managed a
victory
greatest
coach alive nor is he the worst.
But gained its first win of the second over the Fireballs, since they were
he did pilot a team to the
in the second . half.
Jack
world's round by downing First
championship and he did it with a Reitz and Johnson each scoring 10. Colonial whipped Third,
John
team which was not overwhelmingly Folta leading the way with 12 points.
Third defeated First
on the
the best team in the league. Any one,
strength of a first half splurge by The Tri Kapps pulled away from a
Tris, went on to say, can win the Hogestyn and Kenney, who scored
halftime lead to defeat Colonial
20
championship with a club which
on Monday night in a make-us
points between them. On Saturday
the league title by twenty games, Third captured its
game.
fifth straight,
but it takes a good man who knows over
The Phi Delts also annexed two
Fourth even though Webb
the game inside out to win when the
wins
last weet by smothering the
Christy scored 18 points for the losers.
Bulls,
. other teams are as good as yours. Lou
and beating Third
Bill Treloar connected for. 17 of his
knows how to handle men and how
thus
leaving the two victims in
to team's points.
inspire them to do their best and
a last place tie. Bill Anderson flipped
With less time and effort our autoFourth held Seventh to a
that is essential in the handling of
in 16 against the Bulls and Harold
matic washing machine will wash your
any ball club. To hire a man who deadlock at the half before going
(Continued on Page 4)
clothes only a Vi hour's tim-edown to defeat,
in a
knows the game inside out and who
is
" the main
battle.
was
Christy
while you wait. '
spark
capable of inspiring the boys to gel
13
points.
,
out there and play their hearts out for with
LAUNDROMAT i2 HOUR
good ol Wooster College, the College
Sixth gave Eighth a real battle
SHOB REPAIR SHOP
LAUNDRY
must make an attempt to procure a Thursday, losing
The
Quality Repairing
good coach. If polls were in the vogue
never let down from the start
402 B. Liberty St (Rear)
215 East liberty Street
these days and one was to be taken on and made their strongest bid for victhe Hill I'm sure that the student tory this year. Tom Kuhn garnered 16
body would vote for a stronger ath- of the losers' points, while Jesse
letic policy. Please do not misunder- Malinowski scored 12 for the winners.
stand me in this respect. I am not adEighth tripped up Seventh,
vocating subsidation of players. What Saturday after a halftime tic. Jack
Quality Dairy Products
I believe is that if there is a strong Lang and Jack McClain posted 12
133 N. Bever St.
Phone 319
(Continued on page 4) v
markers apiece for the winners. In

Wooster High Tankers

400-yar-

d

400-yar- d

free-styl- e

free-styl- e

50-yar- d

24-la-

p,

400-yar-

d

-who-is

al-Jeviatedbyhiring-a-man-

200-yar-

Third, Kappa Phi s and Douglass III
Still On Top in Their Own Leagues- -

200-yar-

d

d

50-yar- d

40-2-

5.

Baldwin-Wallac-

e

any-on-

31-2-

7

.

32-2- 4;

6

18-11-

was in

Preble, c
Lane, g
Kennedy, g

16-- 9.

With the score in Wooster's favor
the home squad garnered 16
,.

v

0

scoring spree five points were scored
within 15 seconds. Earl Shaw, past
master at stealing the ball away from
the opposition, pilfered the ball twice
and raced in to rack up four of the
five markers. The half ended with
Wooster possessing an impressive 24
point advantage, leading the Pioneers
40 to 16.

Total
MARIETTA
Erwin, f
Yarzab, f
Young, f
Helman, f
Morse, f
Obrien, c
Miholov, c
Nemetz, g
Cindea, g
Plyug. g
Spondike, g
Burke, g
Neverman, g

14--

33-1-

24-1-

5,

d

4

37-2-

0,

13-1-

2

32-2- 4

p

cap-ture-

out-score-

36-2-

8,

well-de-serv-

10

80

Ft

Fg
0
4
2
2

0
0

Tl0 8

0

4
4
2

0
o

1

11

'

1

3
1

2
2
2

3

0
4
0

10

0

4

0
3

4

2
2

7
4

12

,

80-5- 4
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TUSSY

WOOSTER
THEATRE
FRI. - SAT.
2 HITS

"ROAD HOUSE"
and

"Texas, Brooklyn and
Heaven"
SUN. . MON. - TUES.

"YELLOW SKY"
WED. - THUR.
AT REGULAR PPR1CES

"FOREVER

AMBER"

CLEANSING
CREAMS
.......

I

$1.75

..... .

size now

0 size now

...

$1

1.95

Plus tax

Limited Time Only.
Is your skin "different?" That's
why Tussy makes two kinds of
cleansing creams. One of them
is right for your skin type.

EMULSIFIED CLEANSING
CREAM
ideal for dry skins. Extra-ric- h
in lanolin,

super-smoot-h.

ht
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32-2- 8.

35

ed

'

hard-foug-

0
5

29-2- 3,

20-2- 0

39-3- 6

1

d

46-3- 4,

39-1- 4,

0

32-2- 6

34-2- 4

--

1.1

0
0
2

29-2- 3

30-2- 9

out-score-

0
2

Girls' Sports

4

9

0
10

40-poi- nt

30-1- 5,

1.

26
17
19

The second half was a continuation
of the type of ball which was played
Totals
10
22
54
in the first period-g- et
the ball and
go. Shaw and Weckesser each scored
ten points to pace the Scot
second stanza attack. The 34 points
which were racked up by the Pioneers
were fairly evenly divided among the
Last week the Sphinx defeated
twelve players used by Coach Whet-sel- l. Hoover
to take first place in
League II. This left the final volleyWooster's starting five
ball championship to be decided by
the visitors
in the second half. the Peanut, Sphinx game. The Sphinx
With four and one half minutes of won this game,
the same score
playing time left in the game Coach by which they had defeated the Hoo-f
Mose Hole sent in a whole new team ver team. The game was
nip and
to give the starting quint a
tuck all the way, and it wasn't until
restThis fresh squad consisted th- e- closings fewmdmentsthat the
of Jim Kennedy and Rob Lucas for- Sphinx were able to
pull away. This
wards, Doug Preble at center and Joe game closes the volleyball season, leavLane and Willie White, guards. Led ing the Sphinx uncontested chamby Kennedy who swished five points, pions.
these lads were able to hold the boys
Next week the basketball games
from the south to 12 points while are scheduled to begin.
The Indemaking eight themselves to end the pendents should offer stiff
competigame in an
tion this year. Many of last year's
rout
Earl Shaw held the scoring honors champions, the Miller Bombers,
have
for the evening with 26 points to his joined their team.
credit. Milligan and Weckesser chalked
.Last Saturday afternoon the bowl- up 19 and 17 points respectively. ing club met If you
want to have a
Nemenetz was high-poiman for lot of fun, why not join it for
an
the Pioneers getting three fielders and afternoon game?
four foul shots for a total of 10 points.
With Carl Mortland, one of the stars
of last week's game against Akron,
hobbling around on a wrenched knee
Save on
and unable to play, Mose Hole used
Edwards
who responded well.
John

'

34-3-

Tl

0

the Wooster swimming team
before seven foes this season
and dumped Coach Carl B.
taking No. 1 of the season, end of ten minutes Wooster

e.

To show that the B.-win was
not an upset, the Scot splashers came
back strong Wednesday afternoon in
the home pool and dunked Ohio
Wesleyan by two markers, 38 to 36.
The improved Wooster tankers will be
gunning for the Ohio State Conference meet March 5.

of

tip-of-

y,

'27-'2- 8

--

cellar-dwelle- rs

38-3- 2,

IDEAL DAIRY

HONEYMOON FOR YOU
ALONE
Your first home a cottars all vnur
automatically heated, with
bath. Perfect seclusion, or the congenial comoanv of other newtv.
weds, exclusively. Old time meals
at our mountain runt knuu
(breakfast until 11:00). Home like
rooms with bath also. Open all
year. Mention dates if you wish
our 'Three Honeymoon Plans"
and other folders.

PINK CLEANSING CREAM
refreshing for normal and oily
skins. Gives skin a fresher look.

THE FARM ON THE HILL

WOOSTER HOTEL BLDG.

own,

Box 9304, Swiftwater, Pa.
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'I fci'i Ferns!'

ILS.A. Urges Letter Writers To
Sip Up for Foreip Addresses

(Continued .from ipag 2)
we must pay proportionally rati re at
any such .feeling, and if not, .the reatention 'to this ".aspect.
son is that there is nobody to write in
Under the N.S.A. auspices, a drive is now in progress to secure
Th Gctman Quotum
American newspapers about it. .The
names of Wooster students who wish to correspond with students
Then is another question about Iron Curtain has .been down since beWhich we feel differently, 'judging1 fore the war's end. The. free world
in Europe, and arrange for an interchange of friendly letters.'
from 'the Dolicv .of ithe American mv- - seems to forget about
-- J
In addition to name aupplied by
Germany.
ioi
people
The
eminent
in
If we are the Christians, is it not
the NJSA, Wanda Nekraa will furEurope are tdld 'that your governour duty not to forget to 'help manish names of Polish students who axe
ment .represents you in everything it
interested in writing to American
terially these .greatest victims of the
does, so it may be expected ithat they
war through as much, or more, than
students.
or blame .the American
Viennese Chamber music will be will praise
we help the Germans who are the
This drive for correspondence is an
people according lo .what its .govern-men- t
8:30
24
on
p,m.
February
presented
at
culprits
responsible or that war?
attempt to create better relations
does.
inthe
chapel.
compositions
The
in
among international students. Because
Between Friends
As 1 'have said readier, there is a ' At this point I want to mention
of serious conditions in Europe, letters clude the Sextet in G Major, Opus cs,
growing fear in Europe that 'Germany something which also may be of some
must not be written in too light a by Brahms, written for rarely-hearsextets.
with help of America, is regaining its! help to those who are corresponding
vein. However, foreign students are string
old
jwwer without ihaving lost any of with 'European students. In my couninterested in swapping ideas in order
The String Quartet m G Minor,
her
old tendencies. You may ask try it is the custom to tell one's friends
to understand Americans better. Cen- Opus CD, No. C by Hayden and the
what
the views of my people .are
the closer the more sincerely everysorship regulations bar discussion of Piano Quartet in G Minor, KDGJt, by
on
the
and restora- thing that he honestly thinks, both
political questions.
Mozart ior violin, wiola, cello and
piano constitute ithe remainder of the tion problem in Germany. I will try that which is favorable and that which
is critical of even the friend spoken to.
group. This piano quartet has been to explain.
This
custom is based on the assumprecorded lor Columbia by 'George
We feel that it is absolutely necesSzell and members of the Budapest sary to teach the Germans Christian tion that friends hold no
B-ethics as quickly and thoroughly as toward each other and that any critiQuartet
Two Wooster students, Pat Hartley
possible, and to correct their warped cism, is made in a sincere eflort to
Jane Tilford and Aleo Sica will play
and Adelaide Watson, will represent
be helpful. Everyone has too little
violins, Mr. Parmalee and Mary Ellen mentality and insane fanaticism. This
ibis school at the State Women's
self
criticism, so if someone else points
would have to be done by teachers
events, contest JLo be held at Yoder violas, Mr. Collins and Dorothy
out
his faults, he is only helping his
who know the Germans from experiBaldwin-Wallacthis Friday, Febru- Swan viblinceltos, and Mr. Gore will
friend
fight them. Not seeing them,
ence. We must picture to them the
be at the piano.
ary 18.
horror of their own deeds. They will we cannot fight against them. I say
Miss Hartley is the delegate particiunderstand what they are guilty of, this so that you will not feel that I
. . .
pating in the State Women's Oratory. MORE ON
but only after they have been made or my countrymen- - are at times inMiss Watson will enter the Extempodiscreet or outspoken; we have just
realize it.
raneous Speaking contest. ' Her topic
been brought up among different cus(Cominiwd (from page 3)
would require a long and sys- toms.' To speak
"will be selected '"from a groupebneern
This
quite openly to our
core then .the substance which is
tematic program over a period of correspondents will help us arrive at
ing "The College Curriculum and
built around it will be of .a .good
much more than one generation, but a common moral platform.
Modern Society".
quality.
it is necessary if the democracy we
The above was not written in a
Confidence in America
want is to have a chance in Germany.
of
moment
haste
so much for my countrymen
I
was
but
want
written
.after
.
We don't want to kill and torture
much thought and after talking to
to have confidence in America again,
them as they did us; we want to cure
many, many students, townspeople and
whose people deserve to be known and
them. We must cure them. Unforalumni.
was
It
liked. As it is, they know so little about
feelwith
written
the
YM-YBox Social
Feature of the
tunately, it is. not being done today
ing
the
that
sports
activities
you: every letter I get from Europe
at the by those who
next Monday evening in lower Dougcould do it those who
asks the same question: "What are
lass will be the auctioning of lunches College is as important to the student are wholly occupied
with the building
is to the faculty and that
as
body
it
Americans like? What kind of ideas,
who
the
brought them)
(and
up of the German power.
the
of
opinion
the
students,
ways of thinking, and ideals do they
alumni
to the men who attend.
(Constructive
a
and
If
townspeople
taken
should
be
prohold?" 1 think you will find the time
into
Cokes are supplied by the Y at this
this
gram
of
consideration
kind
is
be
before
could
a
man
set
in
for it, if you have it for football games
signed
up
to
unique affair. The student's task is
take
soon,
Germany
as
post
the
would
it
head
arrest
football coach.
the and many other distractions. Many
simple: if a man, he brings his wallet;
growing
feeling among of my friends in Europe want to write
if a woman, she brings a lunch. Tree
the people behind the Iron Curtain. to you. For Poles and other people
enterprise is the keynote of the whole
I
doubt if .you have heard much about behind the Iron Curtain, contact with
dance, for the best lunch will theoretically bring the highest price, and
possibly the best male date.
Dancing to records will last from 8
Four Wooster students will repreto 11 p.m.
sent the College at the annual Ohio
State Legislative Assembly to be held
March 13, 14, and .15 on the campus
of Ohio State University. Elected
delegates include the following: Edgar
Dr. Clayton T. Griswold addressed Towne, John Ulf, ,Mary Ellen Frazier,
two speech classes last Monday on and Ruthanne Cooper. The mock
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Four From Here
At Mock Congress

U.S
fipiifcis i Test MORE ON
Intramurals
Given Here Feb. 2
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(Continued from Tage 3)
will be administered to all interested Douglas rolled up 18 against Third.
applicants in Galpin Hall, February
Douglass
21 and 22 by two officer-pilot- s
of the
Section
Douglass remained
Third
United States Air Force.
undefeated through Hell Week, .manthe first win of the new round.
aging
years
All men between 20 and 26
IV outscored Douglass III,
Douglass
of age who are in good physical conin
the
second half on Saturday;
dition and meet the educational rebut
won
Third
the game, 58 26, bequirements will be able to determine
cause
of
a
first
half jpree. Elmer
256
at once whether they provisionally
Selby,
the
leading scorer for all three
qualify for pilot training.
leagues, was top man with 14 .points.
Successful applicants receive a
Fifth won its first game in the first
flight training course which round,
over Second. Eighth
leads to a pilot's rating and officer's triumphed over fixth,
and over
commission with the Air Force. All Seventh,
Dick Campbell netted
graduates are asked to agree to serve 15 against Sixth. Sixth checked Eighth
a minimum of three years on active well for one half; then Eighth turned
duty, during which time they may on the heat to hold the losers to a
qualify for a regular commission.
single field goal in the second half.
While VIII scored 29. Seventh easily
All interested students are asked
subdued
Fourth
in a first round
to contact the Registrar's office for

Air Jorce

aptitude examinations
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details of the aptitude exam schedules.
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Kenarden League
us is especially important, not only
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7
to start the necessary understanding, HI
but also as a moral support, because II
6
2
now they are .badly oppressed by po- V
5
2
litical terror and misery. It is not so VIII
5
5
'
hard to suffer if somebody under- VII .'
5
5
1
stands it. Recently I was glad to hear IV
6
0
in chapel the announcement that the I
5
N.S.A. is starting a drive with the VI
7
0
smiliar idea as I have experssed here
Trolley League
for international correspondence.
W
L
.

To help these people and ourselves Kappa Phi
in reaching our common goal of Ninth
worldwide peace and freedom, we Fireballs
here must know them and try to work
out those differences which separate
you from us. We here must get back
their confidence in us that we had
before the last war. There are so
many important problems that seem
strange and distant; which problems they are depends on from which
side of the ocean one looks at them.

To clear up these misunderstand-

8
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Ck)ngiFesrtst6ben:QncernllwithrUie

general problem of United States
foreign policy. Bills and .resolutions
before .the House will concern this
general .topic.
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to liven your winter
wardrobe and with a
side glance to Spring.
Sizes 24 to 30 waist.
Grey or tan mixed
tweed. Wear a blouse
and skirt anywhere,
anytime. .
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you can qualify, you join a select group of college
mer jr 52 weeks Aviation CadetiPilot Training with pay.
When yon complete the course, you get pur wings
and a commission in the Air Force Reserve . . ; ... up to
assign-me1336 a month pay . . ; a vitally important
as pilot with a crack Air Force squadron.
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ASSIGNMENT

V.

Freedlnnder's

-

IS

to tell

you more about it and to give preliroinary qualifying
examinations. Stop in after class and talk it over with
the pilots themselves.
If you wish, you may sign up now and finisli yocr
schooling before starting your training.
HERE ARE THE REQUIREMENTS;

and 26 years old, physically sound, and have at least two years of college (oi be able
to pass the equivalent examination Administered by the interviewing team). Both single and married men may now apply.
You must be a male citizen, between 20

HERE'S WHERE TO GO FOR DETAILS:

PLACE:
iryr-

-

m

'

'ft

PATE;
TIME:

Placement Office, Galpin Hall
February 21 and 22
8:30 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.
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Few opportunities ,open to college upperclassmen can
match this one! Here's a chance to get both flying and
executive experience with the world's leader in Aviation
'
the U. S. Air Force."

Pet.
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A special interviewing team will be on campus

COMING SOON!
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Parliamentary procedure and rules
of Congress will apply as far as practical, including election of speaker.
clerk and appointments to various

v
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ings though in our little group and IV
help build in their place a real inter- VI
national moral-unit- y
and understand- V
ing was and is my greatest desire.
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Griswold Suggests
Religious Broadcasts

the subject of religious programs in
radio work. Dr. Griswold is the
director of the religious
radio department of the Presbyterian
Church, U. S. A.
He urged students to write , radio
stations in local communities asking
them to broadcast religious programs
available currently through network
facilities.
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.000

